12 Books to Read Before You Turn 12

Want to take off on an exciting adventure this year? Doing so is easier than you might think. Just pick up a book and start reading! Start with these classic tales that have stood the test of time and captivated young readers for years:

1. “Charlotte’s Web” by E.B. White
2. “A Wrinkle in Time” by Madeleine L’Engle
3. “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” by J.K. Rowling
4. “The Diary of a Young Girl” by Anne Frank
5. “Frog and Toad Are Friends” by Arnold Lobel
6. “Anne of Green Gables” by L. M. Montgomery
7. “The Wind in the Willows” by Kenneth Grahame
8. “Tuck Everlasting” by Natalie Babbitt
9. “When Marian Sang” by Pam Muñoz Ryan and Brian Selznick
10. “Where the Sidewalk Ends” by Shel Silverstein
11. “Bud, Not Buddy” by Christopher Paul Curtis